Various non-traditional media, such as water drops, mist, and fire, have been used to create vibrant two and three dimensional displays. Usually such displays require a great deal of design and engineering. In this work, we show a computer vision based approach to easily calibrate and learn the properties of a three-dimensional water drop display, using a few pieces of off-the-shelf hardware.
Introduction and previous work
Traditional displays, such as CRT and LCD screens, are compact packages used to deliver two dimensional images on a glass or plastic screen. Non-traditional displays use unusual media, such as fog, fire, or water drops, as carriers of two or three dimensional information.
Some displays create a picture by controlling the medium. These displays require large banks of valves controlled with high speed and precision. Examples of these use falling drops [13, 15] , bubbles [7] , and fire [11] . (A good review of other types is presented in [9] ). In these cases, a constant light illuminates the apparatus, which emits particles in a controlled fashion. These particles act as voxels. For example, a large water drop will act as a bright Figure 1 . Two examples of three-dimensional water displays. The spinning globe is projected on a cylinder of water streams. The dog is projected on a flat plane surrounded by green walls.
voxel, while collections of small water drops create many dim voxels.
Alternately, the display can be created by controlling the illumination. In order for the displays to be coherent, these methods involve precise design of the drop or fog emitters, to insure that they create predictable and constant streams. Some designs focus on abstract patterns. The water drop display by Eitoku et al. [4] makes colorful three-dimensional patterns with a projector and falling water drops. Other designs emulate traditional displays, such as flat fog screens ( [1, 12] and others).
As Figure 2 . A side view (a) and top view (b) of a water drop as it crosses the laser plane and projector field of view. The image generated is shown in (c), and a photograph of the setup in (d). All of our equipment is standard off-the-shelf hardware. The projector is a 3LCD Panasonic PT-L701U, which can run between 60-85hz at its native resolution of 1024x768. The laser plane is a AccuLine Pro 40-6640, which is a class IIIa laser level. The camera is a Point Grey Firefly MV that captures 60 uncompressed frames per second with a 752x480 Bayer array. It can run faster if fewer consecutive rows of pixels are sampled, such as 111FPS at 752x240. The drop generator is a styrofoam or plastic box with plastic pipette tips or small holes as water emitters.
displays usually involve precise engineering and equipment. But in this work, we demonstrate a computer-vision based method to calibrate and learn the properties of a water display, using only a few pieces of off-the-shelf hardware. With our method, a three-dimensional display can be created with calibration and manipulation in image coordinates, without the need for explicit 3D reasoning.
The display is created by a projector that illuminates water drops falling from a drop generator. Figure 2 shows an example of one drop from one emitter. The threedimensional position of the drop is determined based on the image location where it intersects the laser plane. (Our depth and velocity measuring technique bears similarity to optical distrometers [16, 8] , but can handle dynamics greater than first-order).
We calibrate geometrically by creating a lookup table of homographies between the camera and projector, based on the image location of a water drop's laser plane intersection. Using this lookup, we can also predict the drop's future projector coordinates based only on its image locations. The drops can therefore be intuitively "painted" in the camera's reference frame.
We first examine the case where water drops never occlude each other from the point of view of either camera and projector. The detected drops are processed offline, then the projector plays a precomputed movie. However, if drops can occlude each other, as in real rain, then the projector must display different patterns for different drop locations and times. This requires the real-time tracking and prediction of the future locations of hundreds of drops per second.
A 3D display in a controlled environment
In this section, we describe how to create a 3D animated display with a camera, projector, laser plane, and water drop generator. Figure 2 (d) is a photograph of the setup from slightly behind the camera. In this section, we require that the drop generator is designed so that no drop occludes another from the point of view of the camera or the projector. This means that once we determine which projector pixels illuminate which drops, the camera does not have to be observe the scene. The display is animated by computing a movie made of the geometrically calibrated images, then projecting the movie on the drops.
Creating a 3D display (or any 3D model) involves two steps. First, the shape of the model must be designed. This could be a polygon mesh or a voxel occupancy grid. For our setup, this means that the artist must decide where to punch holes in the drop generator. The locations of the holes determines where the drops fall in the environment, which is the three dimensional shape of the water canvas. Second, the canvas is painted with a static or moving image. Figure 2 shows an example of a single falling water drop. When it hits the laser plane, it creates a bright sparkle. As it continues to fall, it is illuminated by the projector. Because of the finite exposure time of the camera, it will appear as a motion-blurred streak in each image. One streak will have a bright green dot where the drop crosses the laser. An exact correspondence between the image, projector, and drop can be obtained by a one-time geometric calibration and the image location of the sparkle and the drop.
Geometric calibration
The key advantage of our method is that knowing the explicit 3D coordinates of each drop is unnecessary. The artist will paint the drops from the point of view of the camera, so all that is required is a mapping between image location of each drop and the projector location that will illuminate it. This mapping is an eight degrees of freedom linear transformation called a homography. The homography is not the same for every drop, but the correct homography can be computed based on the location of the sparkle where the drop crossed the laser plane.
A rear-projection screen is used for calibration. If we place the screen at depth z, parallel to the image plane shown in Figure 2 , then anything projected will be imaged by the camera. Since the screen is kept parallel to the image plane, the image captured depends only on the screen's depth z. We define Π z as the plane at z.
Because the screen is parallel to the image plane and perpendicular to the laser plane, the laser plane is imaged as a horizontal line at height y. Due to perspective projection, the line has a unique y location for each depth z. For a plane Π z that creates a laser line at y, there is a homography H y that warps the image coordinates to the projector coordinates.
The next step is to create a lookup table for H y . We project a black and white checkerboard pattern, and acquire a video as the rear projector screen is moved along the zaxis. The y location of the green line in each image is computed as the maximum row of a one-channel image of green − (red + blue). For one reference image with laserline location r, we compute the camera-projector homography H r by hand-labeling point correspondences between the image and the checkerboard that was projected. We then use the non-pyramidal OpenCV feature point tracker to find correspondences between the reference image and all other images. Based on these point correspondences, we compute the homography H y→r between each image and the reference image. The homography for the line at that y is then simply H y = H r H y→r .
Since the z location of a falling drop does not vary greatly, knowing the y location of its laser crossing and its image location is sufficient to determine the projector pixel that will illuminate it. Therefore, all tracking and inference will now be done completely in the image coordinates.
Drop location calibration and display
The next step is to find the drops' locations in the image. To determine the paths of the falling drops, we capture a few seconds of video and track each drop as it falls. In this section, drops do not occlude each other and tracking could be performed offline. However, they do need to be tracked in real time in the next section, and we use the same setup.
Falling drops create motion-blurred streaks in the images. We segment the streaks and track them by matching the endpoints of neighboring streaks across consecutive frames. The user tags the locations where drops from each generator cross the laser plane. All tracked drops are then assigned to the nearest tagged location. For each emitter, the drop that is tracked the longest is used as the estimate of the path of all drops.
Once drops from each emitter have been tracked, the water drops are "painted". The artist colors the model from the point of view of the camera. We developed a simple MATLAB design interface to allow even an inexperienced user to position and scale images and movies on the image. Once the artist has determined how the display should appear from the point of view of the camera, each image point is warped based on the homography for the closest drop, creating a movie for the projector to then display.
Example displays
We created several display geometries, shown in Figure  3 . Each was calibrated using only a few drop emitters. To create a flow of approximately 10 drops/sec, we used low binding 10µl pipette tips for each emitter. Once calibrated, we drilled additional 2.38 mm holes, increasing the water flow to a stream. Placing additional holes and increasing the amount of water increases the display's brightness and resolution, but does not require additional calibration since the water covers the same calibrated planes. Specific details of each are discussed in the figure captions.
Many arrangements are possible, even with the geometry restrictions needed to prevent occlusion. The simplest is to arrange all emitters in a line, to create the flat water screen shown in Figure 3 (a).
Moving emitters forward and backward creates the Vshaped display in Figure 3 (b) , which has one blue plane and one green plane. Because the shape is convex relative to the projector, many emitters can be placed in a small area without occluding each other. This allows for high horizontal resolution and large depth differences.
Horizontal resolution is traded for depth in the H-shaped display in Figure 3 (c) . Unlike the previous example, parts of the three planes could occlude each other. If the three planes touched, some emitters would be in other emitters' shadows. This example illustrates the practical limits of drop generator design. As the complexity of the geometry increase, fewer emitters can be placed. In addition, due to the refraction of light within the water, the displays are brightest when viewed while facing the projector. Because of the large depth difference between parts of the display, the angle between viewer, water, and projector vary. This causes the right green plane to be brighter than the left.
The final example in Figure 3 (d) demonstrates a cylindrical screen generated by drop emitters arranged in a curve. We sample four locations along the curve, and fit thin-plate splines. One spline is used to determine the projector (x, y) to camera x mapping, and another for the projector (x, y) to camera y mapping. Although not as accurate as using a true 3D model, this allows us to display on a curved surface using the same algorithms as before, and without explicit geometric calibration.
(a) Flat display: The flat display was calibrated with only one emitter at the center of the display. Once the homography for one drop traveling on a plane is known, the 70 additional emitters can be added on the same plane without additional calibration. Because the direction of the water streams vary a few degrees over time, some parts of the image are high resolution, while others parts have holes. As seen in our video, the holes' locations vary over time. The left image is from dailypuppy.com and the right from wikipedia.org. Figure 5 . A side and top view of the drop-tracking setup. The lamp is roughly directional, but not to the same degree as a projector. It is bright enough to illuminate each drop along its entire path, but not so bright that it interferes with the display.
Toward controlling illumination in real rain
Even when no drop occludes another, interesting displays can be created. Creating exact drop-generator geometry is a valuable artistic tool, but one of our eventual goals is to create a display that can be used in real rain. In this section, we focus on algorithms and apparatus design appropriate to an unconstrained outdoor environment.
To display the correct image with the projector, we must detect and compute the trajectory of each drop before it is illuminated by the projector. Large raindrops can fall at over 9 m/s [5] , and even in light rain, a cubic meter contains hundreds of drops [14] . We demonstrate an algorithm that tracks and predicts the future location of hundreds of water drops per second, using the same camera and laser plane as the previous section.
A lamp is added to illuminate the drops between emission and the projector, as shown in Figure 5 . The algorithm still has geometric calibration, drop calibration, and display steps. But the drop calibration now involves learning the parameters of a model of the drops' dynamics. And unlike Section 2.2, projector pixels must be toggled based on the drops' locations. Figure 4 outlines the complete algorithm for adaptive display. Each bubble represents an asynchronous loop.
Step 1 is the camera capture loop. Depending on the requested resolution, the camera acquires frames between 60-200hz.
Step 2 is drop detection, tracking, and database matching. Training the database involves detecting and tracking drops for a few seconds, then building a prediction database offline. During display, detection and tracking are also performed, where each tracked drop is matched to the database. Once matched, Step 3 predicts each drop's future location and Step 4 projects the correct pattern.
Streak detection and tracking
Since the camera captures image at up to 200FPS, the entire process of segmentation and tracking must be completed within .005 seconds. Our approach is similar to raindrop tracking in [6] , but is fast enough to work online. The first step is to correct for radial and tangential distortion. We precompute an integer-precision lookup table between distorted and undistorted pixels. The background subtraction is performed via absolute difference from a median image that is trained over several hundred frames. We perform approximate connected components [10] with a simplified version of raster-line based region growing [3] . For a common 752x480 image of streaks, connected components are found within .001 seconds on a single 3.2Ghz Xeon core.
Once the images are segmented, tracking involves matching streak endpoints across frames. The camera shutter is left open, so the end of a streak in one frame will be in the same location as its beginning in the next.
Drop dynamics calibration
In order to determine which projector pixels to illuminate, we must predict each drop's image position (x, y) at a future time t. Real raindrops have a constant velocity, so position can be predicted with a first order model. The drops from a drop generator fall slower, but they have more complex dynamics.
Drops are released from each emitter at slightly different initial velocities. The drops fall mostly straight down, from high to low y, and with a small change in x. The x velocity varies and must be fit for each new drop. However, the y position is determined by consistent factors, therefore it can be predicted with a model of drop dynamics.
Because of their complex, fluid shape, the drag on a drop is complex [2, 14] , but it is normally consistent between different drops from the same emitter. As with Section 2.2, the user labels the intersection of each emitter with the laser plane. The dynamics model is then trained for each emitter. The top of each streak is the location of the drop at the beginning of the camera's exposure, and likewise for the bottom. A drop tracked for N + 1 frames will have N triplets, (x 0 , y 0 , t 0 ), . . . , (x N −1 , y N −1 , t N −1 ), where 1 ti−ti−1 equals the camera capture frequency. We train on the longest track passing through each laserintersection sparkle. We subtract the starting time from all pairs, obtaining a sequence in the range [0, t N −1 − t 0 ], then use robust linear least squares to learn a model of y at time t as a polynomial with three coefficients a:
Adaptive projector control
Matching a new query drop to the model is performed in a similar way to Section 2.2. A query drop is matched to its nearest neighbor in the database by finding the closest laser crossing. The future x position is predicted with a firstorder polynomial fit. The future y location is determined by fitting to the trained Equation 1.
First, the inverse of Equation 1 is used to find the value of t that corresponds to each of the query drop's y values, giving a set of (y i , t i ) pairs. If the query drop is falling at exactly the same rate as the trained model and estimation is perfect, then for a given camera frame rate r
In practice, the estimates vary, so with t * 0 being the mean of all t 0 estimates, the predicted location of the drop is Once the query drop is fit to the correct database drop, projector location prediction only requires the calibration from Section 2.1. For a given projector refresh frequency f , the drop will trace a line of image pixels over time [t, t + 1/f ]. The line in the image is then warped to the projector reference frame. The end result is that the projector will illuminate the drop when it passes in front. Figure 6 shows an example demonstrating real time detection and projector control. We placed a screen behind the drops, so it is possible to see both the streaks and the image that was projected at that time. When the projector outputs a white image as in Figure 6 (a), the streaks can be seen. But since we know where the drop will be, we can project a black line, effectively "missing" the drop ( Figure  6 (b) ). This is the type of control that will be necessary for a display in real rain.
Results for real-time tracking and prediction
Because we track and predict drops in real time, we can create a display with less restriction on drop generator geometry. Figure 7 demonstrates an example with two rows of emitters that are occluded from the perspective of the projector. By tracking each drop, we can color the front row blue and the rear row red. Figure 7 (a) shows two frames where the tracking and projection is successful. fresh frequency is 60hz, meaning that we cannot handle two drops in the same location within 1/60 seconds of each other. If high drop density is required, then the method of the previous section should be used. If less-constrained drop generator geometry is required, then real-time tracking and prediction should be used.
Conclusion and future work
We have presented a method for simple calibration and design of a three-dimensional water display, using a camera, projector, and laser plane. We demonstrate examples both when drops do not occlude each other, and when they occlude each other from the point of view of the projector.
The strength of our method is that it is effective even with simple drop generators. However, because the drops came out at poorly controlled locations and times, the display had uneven density in time and space. This limits the creative possibilities. For future work, we will seek to improve control of the drops without sacrificing elegance or simplicity of design.
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